The core-congruential formulation (CCF) is used to derived the discrete equations in a staged manner.
Core equations involving the internal force vector and tangent stiffness matrix are developed at the particle level. A sequence of matrix transformations carries these equations to beam cross-sections and finally to the element nodal degrees of freedom. The choice of finite rotation measure is made in the next-to-last transformation stage, and the choice of over-the-element interpolation in the last one. The tangent stiffness matrix is found to retain symmetry if the rotational vector is chosen to measure finite rotations.
An extensive set of numerical examples are presented to test and validate the present element. 
Differentiatingwith respect to A yields the first-order rate equations (5) 
These variational equations implicitly determine S", @ and S from S v and _0. 
Then ei = eTg, siei = EiigTcTcig, and the spectral forms, with the summation convention implied throughout, are
S r --Eijeicj
The decomposition (16) 
where ( A beam particle originally at (X1, X2, Xs) displaces to
where x0 describes the position of the centroid of the given cross-section, R is a 3-by-3 orthogonal matrix function that orients the displaced cross section, and ¢ is the cross-section
w where u0(Xl)= xo(X 1)-X(Xl)is the centroidal displacement (see Figure  1 ).
In what follows 3 x 3 skew-symmetric matrices are consistently denoted by placing a tilde over the symbol of their axial 3-vector symbol; for example:
The skew-symmetric curvature matrix _¢ is defined by _ = R(dRT/dx1 ), which is the rate of change of the orthogonal rotation matrix R with respect to the longitudinal coordinate.
The curvature vector is 0¢ = axial (k). We shall also require later the variation of angular orientation 60, defined as the axial vector of the skew matrix R6RT:
To define the finite strain measures for the beam, we shall use the displacement gradient 
The GL finite strain measure is defined as ½(G + G T + GTG).
The only nonzero components of this tensor are
3"13 ----2e13 = hTgl + hTg3 + gTHg3, where H is here the 3 x 3 identity matrix. By appropriate matrix expansion these strains could be expressed in a form befitting the general expression (9) that involves the 9-vector g.
Observe that the orthogonality of R gives
and similarly e33 = 0. This confirms that the only nonzero strains are (28).
The nonzero strains may be rewritten in a more physically suggestive form: 
CORE BEAM EQUATIONS
where Slv = e,er, S_ = e2er, Ssv = eses T, Sf = e2e r and S5v = e3c T. At the force residual level we obtain for sr a form similar to (32) except that the prestresses s°j, j = 1,2, 3 have to be replaced by the midpoint stresses I 0 7(slj + slj) in the second matrix.
The internal force vector conjugate to 6g is • = S"g + _0 = _, + _, in which Tables  1 and 2 , which together also serve t0 define notation.
TRANSFORMATION TO GENERALIZED GRADIENTS
The 
where we used the relation 2¢ _ = d60/dX1 +_0. On using the commutative law ab = bTa and Jacobi's identity _'-'b = _I_ -l_h we may rewrite (37) as
For the other gradient vectors we have _g2 = 6RTh2 = RT_'Oh2 = RThT$® and _g3 = 
Furthermore, since w is nonlinear in downstream variables, the complementary geometric stiffness splits into two components:
where 5GCw and SGCz contains terms that depend on the first and second variations, respec- Each of the components in (46)- (47) may be expressed as the sum of two contributions, one from the normal stresses and one from the shear stresses:
Material Stiffness
The generalized core material stiffness is given by the congruential transformation | Carrying out the algebraic manipulations one obtains 28
(49) 
The appropriate definitions are SGPa = fA SllW1THw1 dA, The term PI corresponds to the well known generalized core geometric stiffness of the Total Lagrangian bar element. 4
The higher order term in (53) may be expressed as
Since the next-level target variables z include the finite rotation parametrization, matrices V and U depend on that choice. They are the source of unsymmetries in the stiffness matrices when certain rotational parametrizations are adopted, such as the incremental rotation vector.
For the rotational vector defined in (63), these matrices ave symmetric.
Geometric

Stiffness due to Shear Stresses
The contribution of the shear stresses to the geometric stiffness is 5G_ = Sep_ + SGCw, + SGC,, = 8Gw_ + 5GC._.
The appropriate definitions are 
TRANSFORMATION TO THE ROTATIONAL VECTOR
The next transformation stage passes from w to z, which is a 9-vector of generalized displacements, also associated with a beam section, which embodies the parametrization of the cross section rotation:
{ u0 a , 5z= 5a .
Here a denotes the rotational vector parametrization defined by the standard formulas
and which may be extracted from R by
Because only the variations of w are known the relation between w and z is also of differential type:
in which
Applying the transformations (65) we find for the internal force and the material and principal-geometric components of the tangent stiffness matrix: 
A similar approach can be taken with (56), which defines ._',. 
where N is a matrix of linear shape functions.
Since 6z = D 6v the final internal force vector f and tangent stiffness matrix K of each element are obtained as
where L is the element length. 
where _ = _X1,1 _L = ½_L, ,: = _. The constant curvature vector can be extracted from the end values through the formula 
Large
Displacement and Rotation Analysis
The second example is one of the few nonlinear beam problem with a simple analytic solution.
It consists of a straight cantilever beam loaded with a moment M at its free end, as shown in Figure  2 . and the shear modulus is G = 1.153846 x 10 r. The full load is applied in ten equal increments.
Length
The structure has been discretized by eight equally spaced finite elements. The bend is an arc of a circle of radius r = 100 and the beam cross-section is a square with sides of unit length. The material has elastic modulus E = 107 and a zero Poisson ratio.
The finite element mesh consist of 8 straight beam elements. The full load P = 600 is applied in 6 equal increments. Deflected Shapes.
This The load is applied on the central node.
The geometry and physical properties of the frame are described in Figure  10 . The evolution of the deflection of the apex while the load is varied is given in Figure  11 . 
